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Sally Ayhan is an accomplished presenter with experience across a broad range of 
mediums, all beginning in Istanbul, Turkey.  She holds a Bachelor of Arts in 
Sociology and completed her last semester at Bosphorus University in Istanbul 
where soon after she began her media career as a culture and lifestyle writer for 
Time Out magazine, unveiling ‘underground’ Istanbul to thousands of expatriates 
and tourists. Combining her adventurous streak and passion for languages Sally 
utilised her Turkish language skills and appeared on Turkish television, featuring 
in various commercials and prime time drama series.  
 

Since returning to Sydney in 2008, Sally turned her focus to television and quickly 
built up an impressive presenting portfolio. Her ‘hands on’ attitude lead Sally to 
producing and presenting for various online channels and In 2009, Sally was 
selected to join the team at The Weather Channel as the weekend presenter where 
she can be seen covering all the latest weather news and events.  From cyclones to 
drought breaking rains and surf conditions, her role largely involves researching 
and adlibbing a range of weather reports and going live to air every hour with 
Australia NOW.  Sally also gives live radio reports on a broad range of national and 
local radio stations including the ABC, 2UE, TripleM and Nova.  

 
An interest in what goes on behind the camera has lead Sally to produce a range of 
online content including lifestyle videos, short form documentaries as well as 
researching and hosting an online film review program. As an avid foodie, she also 
produced and presented her own food and nightlife segment online where she 
enjoyed interviewing restaurant owners and Chef’s about their influences and 
culinary skills and of course tasting their handy work! 
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